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Launch services in the emerging "smaller, faster, cheaper" aerospace industry have evolved into a
highly cost driven environment to meet more demanding requirements for systems performance. The
introduction of the Student Explorer Demonstration Initiative (STEDI) and the designation of Pegasus
as the NASA Ultra lite Expendable Launch Vehicle are examples of the demand for more cost-effective
access to space.
This trend requires a change in the way I;wnch vehicles are used from the traditional single payload
mission on a dedicated booster to launching multiple payloads on a single flight. Operations in this
manner will attract a larger customer base al a lower cost to each customer, thus creating new launch
opportunities. Designing launch systems to accommodate shared payloads requires creative solutions
in several key areas to be successful both technically and economically. These areas include minimizing integration cost, successful mission manifesting, volume efficient payload packaging, interface
modularity for greater system flexibility, and reducing flight system costs.
This paper will describe how these areas are being addressed by the Pegasus Launch System tn
increase launch affordability with volume efficient secondaries up tn 300 Ib mass and standardized
accommodations for MicroSats up to SO kg mass. Recommendations are also made to help potential
users take advantage of these newly created launch opportunities.

Challenges Creating New Opportunities

The NASA Pegasus Ultralite Expendable
Launch Vehicle (UELV) Program was established to provide low cost launch services for
Ultralite class payloads in NASA's Mixed
Program. The initial primary payload users of
this launch service is the Universities Space
Research Association's (USRA) Student Explorer Demonstration Initiative (STEDI) pilot program. The first two missions are comprised of
spacecraft designed and bu ilt by students from
the University of Colorado at Boulder (Student

Nitric Oxide Explorer) and Boston University
(Tomographic Experiment using Radiative
Recombinative Ionospheric EUV and Radio
Sources). The UELV contract provides for the
primary payload to utilize up to 50(10 of the
Pegasus performance capability at approximately half the total mission cost. The remain~
ing Pegasus performance and volume is available for either NASA or commercial payloads
as "Piggy Back" launch opportunities. In
addition to the Ultralite Program, other larger
launch systems are also offering "Piggy-Backll
missions deploying multiple spacecraft on a
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single launch. The challenge presented is to

launch opportunities will be made available in

obtain additional payloads to complement not

the near and distant future.

only these initial two Ultralite missions, but
also future launch opportunities as well.

Meeting The Challenge And Making It Work

As a result of this trend, a range of new launch

How do we take advantage of the these newly

opportunities are being created. Figure A

created launch opportunities? We at OSC have

portrays the current launch opportunities

redefined the launch services to be offered by

available on both the Pegasus and Taurus

the Pegasus Program and are providing techni-

launch vehicles. This listing includes not only

cal definition on how the excess launch capac-

the initial Ultralite missions but other commer-

ity can be utilized by prospective spacecraft

cial missions as well. Undoubtedly, additional

suppliers.
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Mission 0 Pegasus XL

Planned Launch Date: 1st Half 1997
Commitment Need Date: Fall 1995
Orbit: 550 Km Circular @ 97.5" Sunsynchronous Inclination
Capacity Available:
-- Load-Bearing: 150 Kg Mass 29' x 44' Dia. Volume
- Non-Load Bearing: 120 Kg Mass 20' x 27' Dia. Volume
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Figure A-1. Launch Opportunities.
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Planned Launch Date: 1st Half 1997
Commitment Need Date: Fall 1995
Orbit: 550 Km Circular @ 97.6° Sunsynchronous Inclination
Capacity Available:
- Load-Bearing: 114 Kg Mass 39' x 44' Dia. Volume
- Non-Load Bearing: 81 Kg Mass 25' x 26' Dia. Volume
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Mission F Taurus XL
• Planned Launch Date:
4th atr 1996
• Commitment Need Date:
Summer 1995
• Olbit: 800 Km Circular @
1080 Inclination
• Approximate Mass
Available: 220 Kg

Mission E Taurus XL

• Planned Launch Date:
1st Half 1997
• Commitment Need Date:
Fall 1995
·Olbit: 775 Km Circular @
45° Inclination
• Approximate Mass
Available: 640 Kg

NOTE:

NOTE:
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Figure A-2. Launch Opportunities.

launch Services Approach

Dedicated Mission

A critical capability that needs to be established is a process and technical approach to
enable mission manifesting flexibility, payload
interface modularity, and simplification of the
overall engineering effort to minimize recurring
integration. If this capability can be achieved,
each mission will realize cost savings, reduced
integration complexity and schedule, and be

Shared Mission with Large
Secondary Payloads

more responsive to flights of opportunity with
shorter than traditional lead times. For these
reasons, we have established the following
categories for launch services as illustrated in

I
I

I
I
I

Figure B. Characterizing launch vehicle
accommodations in this manner enables easier
manifesting, stratifies launch costs, and reduces
expense to a greater number of spacecraft
users:

Shared Mission with
MicroSat Payloads

Dedicated Mission - A mission requiring
the use of the complete launch vehicle's
performance and/or fairing volume capability.

Figure B. Pegasus Launch Service Categories.
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Primary Payload - A payload whose

their mission needs with OSC and participate

requirements for orbit, performance, and

in the manifesting process. This task is made

launch date are not flexible and must be
satisfied by the launch vehicle. The primary

easier through the definition and implementation of standardized interfaces.

payload wi.11 generally be in the top position of
Secondary Payload Configuration Options

the stack and receive priority in mission plan-

"

.

ning and the deployment sequence.
A key element in accommodating multiple
paylo~ds is, to be able to reduce or e;liminate

Secondary Payload - A payload whose

requirements for orbit and launch date are

the interactive nature of multiple spacecraft

flexible and can be co-manifested with any

designs and take a more modular approach to

number of other spacecraft. The secondary

mission manifesting. Precedence has been set

payload also requires minimal launch vehicle

by the Space Shuttle Program in mak·ing cargo

interface support and does not require priority

elements modular and establishing standard

treatment. Secondary payloads are further·

interfaces with the launch vehicle. For the
Pegasus launch vehicle, we have defined
several technical approaches available for

. characterized by their size and mass as indicated below.

secondary spacecraft. These design approaches result in thr~e dif;ferent classes of spacecraft

Large Secondary Payloads - Defi ned as

payloads greater than 50 kg in mass or larger in

configurations illustrated in Figure C with the

size than the MicroSat spacecraft defined
below.

following characteri.stics shown in Table D.
Table D. Spacecraft Characteristics.

MicroSat Payloads - Defined as payloads

Class A
Load-Bearing
Spacecraft

less than 50 kg in mass and smaller than 18" x
. 18"

X

18" in volume. These spacecraft may be

launched on a schedu led basis or on a space
available basis as a flight of opportunity depending on launch availability.
The task of mission manifesting is to select
missions that have compatible requirements for
orbit, inclination, mass, volume, and schedule
so that a suitable combination of spacecraft
stack/launch vehicle can be assigned. The
delineation of launch services organizes and

Spacecraft Designed to Provide the
Structural Load Path Between the
Upper Primary Spacecraft and the
Launch Vehicle; This Maximizes the
'Utilization of Available Mass
Performance and Payload Fairing
Volume

Class B
Non-LoadBearing
Spacecraft

Spacecraft Whose Design Cannot
Provide the Necessary Structural
Load Path for the Upper Spacecraft

Class C
MicroSat
Spacecraft

Spacecraft Whose Overall Mass Is
Less Than 50 kg and Whose
Dimensions Are Less Than 18 Inches
per Side

simplifies the manifesting process and its
associated costs. OSC maintains a database of

Class A Load-Bearing Secondary Spacecraft

potential and firm missions working in cooperation with a number commercial organization

The option to provide a load-bearing secondary

and government agencies to maximize launch

payload offers users the greatest opportunity to

opportunities for all concerned. Payload and

maximize use of available volume, mass, and

spacecraft suppliers are encouraged to register

design freedom. In particular, deployable
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Figure C. Secondary Payload Configuration Options.

Two approaches may be taken for a loadbearing spacecraft as depicted in Figure E. The
first approach involves the use of the OSC
MicroStar™ bus. The MicroStar bus, successfully developed and flown for ORBCOMM 1 &
2 and the MicroLab-l spacecraft, features a
unique circular design with an innovative,
integral low-shock separation system. The
spacecraft bus is designed to allow stacking of
co-manifested payloads above or below the
bus. The bus design is compact and provides
exceptional lateral stiffness. It was developed
to accommodate eight ORBCOMM satellites
within a single Pegasus XL mission and meets
all requirements for a secondary payload with

appendages, sensors, or other spacecraft
components are subject only to fairing dynamic clearances as specified in the Pegasus Users
Guide. The available mass for the secondary
payload is determined by the Pegasus vehicle
performance capability to orbit and the associated primary payload mass. All remaining
mission performance, excluding a stack margin
is available to the secondary payload. Loadbearing spacecraft will be required to interface
directly to the Pegasus and the primary payload
via pre-determined interfaces. These interfaces
include standard OSC separation systems and
pass through electrical connectors to service
the primary payload.
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MicroStar
Non-Explosive
Separatiqn
System

LOad-Searing Structure
with Provisions for
Electrical Pass Throughs
__~,,/Top
~ ~~~ 17"or23" Dia.
\
~
Separation System
,
/
for Upper Primary
-..-"
~ Spacecraft

I

,
I

1

~Bottom
Typical
Spacecraft

OSC MicroStar
Spacecraft (2)

38" Dia. Separation
System to Pegasus

I
I
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Figure E. Load-Bearing Secondary Spacecraft.

load-bearing capability. For more information

pled loads analyses will be performed with test

First Class
Science on a Coach Class Ticket paper by

verified math models provided by the pay-

Robert H. Meurer.

mission and are required to verify the funda-

on the MicroStar bus, .refer to the

loads. These analyses are performed for each
mental frequency and deflections of the stack

The second approach is to use a design devel-

for compliance with the Pegasus User's Guide

oped by other spacecraft suppliers, which must

requirement of 20 Hz minimum. Design

satisfy Pegasus and the primary payload struc-

criteria provided by OSC will include "stack"

tural design criteria. The principal require-

margins to minimize interactive effects associ-

ments levied upon load-bearing spacecraft are

ated with potential design changes of each

those involving mechanical and electrical

payload. OSC will provide the necessary

compatibility with the primary payload. Struc-

engineering coordination between the space-

tural loads from the primary payload during all

craft and launch vehicle.

I

'I
I

.,
I

flight events must be transmitted through the
secondary payload to the Pegasus. OSC will

Electrical pass-through harnesses will also need

provide minimum structural interface design

to be provided by the secondary payload along

criteria for shear, bending moment, axial and

with provisions for connectors and interface

lateral loads, and stiffness. For preliminary

verification. The spacecraft supplier will need

design purposes, coupled effects with the

to provide details of the appropriate analyses

primary payload can be considered as a rigid

with OSC to verify adequacy of margins and

body design case with OSC provided mass and

show that there is no impact to the primary

center of gravity parameters. Integrated cou-

spacecraft or the launch vehicle.
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Class B Non-load-Bearing Spacecraft

The DPAF utilizes an OSC standard 23" Marmon clamp band interface for the upper payload mounted on a separable adapter cone
which provides the transition to the 38" cylinder. The aft satellite support structure consists
of a 17" separation system and a 17" adapter
cone which transitions to the 38" diameter
Pegasus third stage. Each satellite is provided
an independent electrical interface to the
launch vehicle including zero-force connectors
to minimize tip-off at deployment.

For secondary spacecraft that require significant payload volume capability and are not
designed for withstanding and transmitting
structural loads from the primary payload, the
Dual Payload Attach Fitting (DPAF) offers a
convenient solution. The DPAF structure as
shown in Figure F has been developed specifically to accommodate the upcoming SAC-Bf
HETE dual mission. This mission is scheduled
to launch two dissimilar payloads with significantly different interface requirements. The
DPAF is an all graphite structure which provides independent load paths for each satellite
and is designed to accommodate at least two
425 Ib satellites with 20" cg offsets. The upper
spacecraft loads are transmitted via the DPAF
structure around the lower spacecraft, thus
avoiding any structural interface between the
two payloads.

The separation sequence for the stack is begun
by initiation of the forward payload separation
system followed by the separation of the
conical adapter. The aft payload is then
separated and ejected from within the cylinder
which remains with the third stage. Extensive
separation analyses based on flight demonstrated tip-off values for the Marmon clamp system
have shown adequate clearance margins for

Primary Payload
Separation Plane
23" Separation
System

38" Diameter
Load Bearing
Cylinder
Secondary Payload
Separation Plane
17" Separation System

"
"
"
"

"46.00

I ::

Dynamic I "
Envelope

I ::

LJ:,
Deployment Sequence:
Payload Fairing Separation
Primary Payload Separation
Deploy Adapter Cone
@) Secondary Payload Separation

<D

®
®

Pegasus
Adapter Cone
Avionics
Separation Plane
Deployable
Adapter Cone

Figure F. Dual Payload Attachment Fitting (DPAF).
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the separation events. Payload integration and
mate is performed in essentially the reverse
order, with the aft payload mated first to the
Pegasus avionics section. The DPAF cylinder/
cone assembly is then placed over the aft payload, and the forward payload is then mated
prior to fairing attachment. The DPAF design
completed CDR in September 1994. System
level qualification is complete except for shock
environment characterization. First use will be
on the SAC-B/HETE mission in early 1996.

The non-explosive, low-shock, low-weight
separation system is derived from the flightproven spacecraft separation system used on
ORBCOMM and MicroLab during the recent
Pegasus F8 mission. OSC will pre-install the
MicroSaf separatiori system on the carrier
structure. The payload supplier only needs to
bolt the payload onto the spacecraft mounting
adapter. This design is specifically intended to
simplify the launch site activities. Details of
the separation system and its interface are
provided in Figure H.

Class C MicroSat Secondary Payloads
The MicroSat spacecraft mounting adapter
incorporates portions of the separation system
and remains permanently attached to the
spacecraft upon deploymenLlnterface provisions include a zero-force, low tip-off, umbilical connector at the separation interface.
Umbilical cables from each of the MicroSats
are routed to a common connector panel at the
Pegasus third stage, where connections for
ground testing and battery charging harnesses
would be made. Each MicroSat is provided
secondary payload electrical services described
below, including separation initiation and
sensing through the umbilical connector.
Deployment of the MicroSats follow that of the
primary payload and include appropriate
Pegasus attitude adjustments before each
separation event. A non-deployable MicroSat
payload can also be accommodated in the
Pegasus carrier structure.

For smaller secondary payloads classified as
MicroSats, OSC is participating in a study to
develop a new capability to manifest two or
three discrete payloads on a Pegasus provided
carrier structure. This structure would be
positioned below the primary spacecraft within
the fairing. The classes of payload for which
this service will be available are distinguished
by mass and size and are comparable to
secondary payload services offered by the
Delta II and theAriane Structure forAuxiliary
Payload (ASAP). Figure G shows the two
variations on the MicroSatconfiguration.
The carrier structure remains attached to the
Pegasus third stage and supports an upper
primary payload with OSC standard Pegasus
interfaces. Unlike the ASAP program, OSC will
provide the separation systems for each MicroSat to be deployed. Providing this separation
system assures compatible and consistent
deployment performance with all users, eliminates non-recurring effort involved with spacecraft provided systems, and allows the payload
user to focus on their spacecraft's mission
objectives. OSC welcomes feedback from the
payload community on the MicroSat carrier
system and its ability to meet user needs.

All MicroSat class secondary payloads must
have a preliminary first mode (fixed-base) of 50
Hz or greater to prevent detrimental dynamic
coupling with the carrier structure and to
satisfy the 20 Hz stack mode requirement for
the entire Pegasus payload stack. Note that this
requirement is not defined within the current
User's Guide due to the developmental status
of the MicroSat carrier system.
8
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Upper Interface Accommodates
17" or 23"
Clamp Band
Separation System

I
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I
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Lower Interface
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Attached to Pegasus

T
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2 Microsat Spacecraft
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Figure G. MicroSat Accommodations.
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Payload Interface
0.0.011.25

16X .190-32 UNC 2B
On 010.250 Bolt Circle
(Spacecraft Mounting)

/ Separation Nut

Payload Interface~
Plane
._---=!c'-

Spacecraft Mounting
Adapter
(Remains with Payload)

1.112

1
L

MicroSat Separation System

To Launch Site
Electrical Service Panel
(OSC Provided)

MicroSat Payload Interface

Figure H. MicroSat Interface Details.

Electrical Interfaces

For all classes of secondary payloads, Pegasus
will provide standardized electrical interfaces
and services. The following standard electrical
services are provided to each manifested
secondary payload:

The Pegasus electrical payload interface
consists of carrier aircraft pass-through, discrete
commands, talkbacks and serial communication with the flight computer, and 5 amp/75
msec pyrotechnic pulses from the pyrotechnic
driver unit. These services represent the
Pegasus standard electrical capability with the
primary payload(s) having first priority for their
use. Figu re I portrays the overall Pegasus
electrical interface with Figure J detailing the
standard secondary payload electrical interface.

•
•
•
•

Separation command provided by the
Pegasus Pyrotechnic Driver Unit (PDU)
Separation sensing for payload timerl
computer activation via break wire
Positive indication of payload separation
via Pegasus telemetry
Ground battery charging and test access
via umbilical up to two hours prior to L1011 Aircraft takeoff.

,
I
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Pegasus

Primary Payload

Electrical Pass Through
in Secondary Structure

Electrical Interfaces
.."""=~,.,,

~~um·.··'

L-1011 Pass Throughs

• • ·' I .• Captive
Power/Signals
Carry Only

• 3 Amps per Wire Pair
Discrete Commands
• Max Voltage Switching
_ ........................ ,
45 VDC

" ••..,.,.... 'I-'.... ~ .•'"

• Max Transient 60 VDC
• Max Current .5 ADC
• Max Tum-on Time
1.5 ms
• Max Tum-off Time
.25ms
• Max Leakage 40 IlA
• High/Low Side
Switching
• Short Circuit Protected

Talkbacks
•.••..••.•••••••••••.••• Continuity/Switch On:
< 0.5 VDC at 10 rnA
• Continuity/Switch Off:
High Impedance>
100 K

I
Access COfll, .. ctor
at Launch Site
Electrical
Service Panel

l

J

I

r

r

l
I
I

J

Figure I. Overall Pegasus Electrical Interface Capability.

Each secondary payload will have access
to the Launch Site Electrical Service
Panel connector with five pairs of 22

discussed will vary somewhat depending UPOIl
the actual configllration under c()IIsideration.
OSC will provide appropriate upddtes to
Pegasus environments for each case such that
there will be sufficient design margins available
to ensure stack compatibility. Design compli
ance for secondary payloads must be demor,·
strated to the satisfaction of [Joth OSC and thfprimary payload customer

AWG. Specific pin assignments will be
payload specific.
Note that all secondary spacecraft must be
unpowered and dormant prior to separation
from the launch vehicle.

Secondary Payload Environments

Secondary payloads suppliers can expect tlit
Pegasus User's Guide environments to be valid
for expected ground, captive carry, and most
flight environments; however, shock, randon I
vibration, and lateral loads will differ. These

The Pegasus User's Guide environments
specifically apply to the primary spacecraft.
Environments for the secondary payloads
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To Launch Site
Electrical Service Panel

Pegasus

Primary
Payload
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Secondary Payload

Figure J. Standard Secondary Payload Electrical Interlace.

areas will be well-characterized at the end of
the development effort associated with the
DPAF and MicroSat structures.

craft and launch vehicle processing in mind.
The following features of the Pegasus flow are
examples of this parallel approach:

launch Site Integration And Test

•

Secondary payloads will need to be fully tested
and mated to the Pegasus prior to integration of
the primary. In-line processing time will be
scheduled and made available to the customer
for secondary payload activities. The standard
interfaces for secondaries as described above
have been defined so that the field processing
activities are minimal. Secondary payloads
will have access to off-line facilities to prepare
their spacecraft for mate and final prelaunch
operations.

•

•

Pegasus launch site facilities are provided
for spacecraft final preparations, test, and
checkout off-line from the booster.
The Pegasus vehicle processing flow is
designed to provide select opportunities
during Flight Simulation Tests to conduct
comprehensive end-to-end verification of
stack interfaces.
Payload fairing mate is performed as late
as one week before launch to maximize
payload access.

The relative simplicity of the interfaces, coupled with the ease of horizontal processing,
allows independent processing of the launch
vehicle and the payload(s) except for the final

Pegasus vehicle integration procedures have
been developed with maximum parallel space-
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interface verifications and the mate procedures
themselves. This lends itself well to the incorporation of secondary payloads on any given
mission.

Mission Planning And Integration
Traditionally, mission planning and integration
consumes a significant effort in labor by both
spacecraft and launch vehicle personnel. This
is especially true in cases where the interface
services between the spacecraft and launch
vehicle are beyond the generic capability of
the system resulting in the need for new capabilities development. The cost of mission
integration is proportional to the degree of
complexity of the interface.

3.
Minimizing documentation where possible. Launch planning documentation will
mostly be driven by the primary payload with
the secondary payload falling within the primary payload's requirements. The secondary
payload will be expected to complete a "Workbook" to gu ide the customer through the integration process. This workbook will define the
necessary tasks and information required to
establish interfaces, define operational plans
and procedures, analyses and tests required,
and margins needed to meet safety requirements. OSC will coordinate and support the
customer to assure all tasks are performed
satisfactori Iy.
4.
OSC will require that all secondary payload accommodations will not adversely affect
the primary payload's mission. OSC will review
all secondary payload submitted information for
validity and may request further detail in order
to properly assess possible impacts. OSC may
request the secondary payload to participate in
select joint activities when necessary.

For shared payload missions, we will stress the
following approach in order to minimize the
integration effort requ ired:
1.
Adherence to standard secondary interface services to minimize recurring engineering
required. The standard electrical interfaces
described are designed to provide the capabilities most payload users will require and keep
the integration task simple.

5.
Operational simplicity in field operations
is achieved by maintaining a parallel flow
process for all activities. Integrated testing is
minimized given the dormant nature of the
secondary spacecraft. Any tests will need to be
coordinated per normal field site operational
procedures.

2.
Decoupling of primary and secondary
integration activities to the maximum extent
possible. The majority of analyses and coordination can be accompl ished between the
launch vehicle supplier and the payload
directly with little need for both payloads to
interact. There will be select instances where
both payloads will need to work with the
launch vehicle provider to assure "stack" issues
are properly addressed, such as coupled loads
analyses, interface control drawing signoff,
mission analyses, and mission rehearsals.

The Pegasus NASA UELV User's Guide provides
a general understanding of the requirements for
the primary payload on a shared launch. The
Pegasus Commercial User's Guide will be
update to provide the user with very specific
and detailed information on Pegasus Shared
Launch (Primary and Secondary) capabilities
and requirements.
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Shared Flight Experience To Date

processing in mind. A summary of these
shared mission experience is shown in Table K.

From its maiden flight and throughout its
operational life, Pegasus has launched multiple
payloads and fl ight experiments on six of its
nine launches to date. With varying degrees of
complexity, these shared payload missions
have enabled the program to achieve several
capabilities. First, Pegasus has developed
methods and techniques by which secondary
payloads affects are decoupled from both the
primary payload and the launch vehicle systems, thereby reducing the complexity and
cost of the mission analysis and integration
process. Secondly, Pegasus vehicle integration
procedures have been developed with maximum parallel spacecraft and launch vehicle

Multiple Primary Payloads
The Pegasus F1 mission supported two payloads, a US Navy Small Experimental Communications Satellite (SECS) and an NASNGoddard PegS at scientific/environment characterization satellite. PegSat, whose primary mission was to record the Pegasus launch environments, remained attached to the Pegasus third
stage while SECS was separated after burnout.
The Pegasus F2 mission complement was
actually a constellation of seven DARPNDSI
micro communication satellites. The seven

Table K Shared Flight Experience Summary.
Flight 1#
Primary Msn
Date

Secondary
Payload

Secondary
Mass

Secondary to LV
ElectricalllF

Comments

F1
PegSat
415/90

Navy SECS

1431bs

SepCmd & Tim

Attached Primary
Deployed Secondary

F2
7 MicroSat
7/19/91

Multiple Primary

7

SepCmd & Tim

Multiple Pegasus
Pointing for Deployment

F3
SCD-l
219/93

OXP-l

30lbs

SepCmd& Tim
Power from PCA*

Automatic Deployment
Prior to Primary Spinup

F4
ALEXIS
4125/93

OXP-2

30lbs

Power from PCA

Attached Secondary

F6
STEP-l
6/27/94

FX-A

351bs

Power from PCA

Hypersonic Research
Experiment Attached to
Stg 1

F8
20RBCOMM
413/95

MicroLab

1671bs

Standard MicroStar
Power and RS-485
Protocol

3 MicroStar Bus
Deployable Stack

Dual Primary
Mission

SAC-B 415 Ibs
HETE 2751bs

Sep Cmd & Tim for
Both Activated at Sep

Use of DPAF Mounting
Structure

SAC-BfHETE
Early 1996

@

50 Ibs each

* Pegasus Carrier Aircraft (PCA)
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satellites were carried and deployed from an
OSC provided carrier structure which remained
with the third stage. While the common
spacecraft design and limited electrical interfaces greatly simplified the integration and test
process, significant experience was gained
toward planning and execution of the complex
deployment scenarios, which involved four sets
of Pegasus attitude maneuvers followed by four
sets of separation events.

experiment were mounted on the outer edge to
the avionics deck Though developed first,
OXP-2 was launched second due to primary
payload delays. OXP-l was slightly modified
to be a separable payload, both to improve its
performance and to avoid the high 120 RPM
spin rate desired by the primary. With its
passive attitude control system and integral
solar panels and antennas, the 30 Ib OXP-l
satellite was deployed using redundant bolt
cutters commanded from the Pegasus.

The most recent multiple payload launch was
the F8 ORBCOMM launch, which carried two
ORBCOMM satellites and the MicroLab-l
spacecraft. Based on the OSC MicroStar bus,
and using a common interface design, the three
satellites were "stacked" inside the payload
fairing. All three spacecraft were deployed on
orbit successfu Ily.

The mission integration process included
feasibility studies, loads, thermal, contamination, RF, separation and hazards analyses to
assure no impacts to the primary payload.
Both OXP-l & 2 were essentially isolated from
the launch vehicle and were launched in an
inert/reset state. Pass through lines to the
carrier aircraft launch panel operator (LPO)
allowed trickle charging/power control. Redundant separation switch timers were used to
initiate satellite operations after a suitable
separation delay.

The upcoming SAC-B/HETE mission is a dual
payload mission to be integrated at Wallops
Flight Facility (WFF) instead of the Vandenberg
AFB site. The Pegasus will be ferried to WFF
where it will be demated from the L-l0ll and
brought into a new facility for payload integration operations. Launch is expected to be in
early 1996.

Conclusion
The Pegasus Shared Launch Accommodations
summarized in this paper are intended to offer
users several cost effective ways to achieve
their mission objectives. The Secondary
Payload Launch Service has been specifically
designed to minimize cost by simplifying
launch vehicle integration effort so that the
user can focus on their primary mission with
the spacecraft.

MicroSat Payloads
On both the Brazil (F3) and ALEXIS (F4) missions, Pegasus carried a small secondary
communications payload. The ORBCOMM
Experimental Payloads (OXP) were used to
determine global VHF frequency utilization
prior to launching the ORBCOMM constellation satellites. The satellite monitored user
density, power levels and interference world
wide. OXP-2 (F4) was hard mounted in several
places to the Pegasus avionics structure, with
additional solar panels mounted on the third
stage motor. Various blade antennas for the

Introduction of the MicroSat capability on
Pegasus means more frequent access to space
for spacecraft desiring low earth orbit (LEO)
missions. This capability is intended to serve
the needs of research organizations where
funding is particularly constrained.
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The configuration options presented are
straight forward and easily implemented,
however, OSC will provide engineering support to assure users of a compatible design with
positive margins. A complete set of documentation will be available in the near future and
can be provided to anyone upon request.
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